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【News】CYBERDYNE joins Nippon Keidanren

~Making contribution to Society 5.0 for SDGs with Cybernics Technology~
CYBERDYNE Inc. (Tsukuba, Ibaraki, CEO: Yoshiyuki Sankai; from now on referred to as "the Company") has
joined Nippon Keidanren (Japan Business Federation from now on referred to as "Keidanren") as of July 15,
2021.

u

Purpose of joining Keidanren

Keidanren is a comprehensive economic organization that consists of Japan's leading companies and
organizations. KEIDANREN establishes consensus in the business community on various important domestic and
international issues for their steady and prompt resolution. With "Society 5.0 for SDGs" as its keyword, Keidanren
is currently accelerating its efforts to achieve "new growth through digital transformation," "transformation of
work styles," "regional development," "reconstruction of the international economic order," and "realization of
green growth" by maximizing the use of innovative technologies.
The Company will contribute to Keidanren's goal by participating in Keidanren's activities and collaborating with
member companies through the development of business and innovative Cybernics Technology. The Company
will also strengthen collaboration with Keidanren and its member companies to create a business environment that
facilitates the further creation of innovations that contribute to the sustainable development of the Japanese
economy and improvement in the quality of life for the Japanese people.

u

Business of CYBERDYNE

The foundation of Cybernics Technology is the Internet of Humans/Internet of Things ("IoH/IoT"), Robots, and
AI. The technology connects various fields such as medicine, nursing-care, production, and other workplaces with
households. The Group aims to create a new industry based on this technology to solve various problems that
exist in our society today. The Group's business has a unique advantage in its ability to access and integrate
information inside the human body (such as Brain-nerve and vital systems) and information outside the human
body (such as behavioral, life, and environmental). The information obtained will be sent to a supercomputer for
analysis and AI Processing to discover innovative solutions to social problems.
u

The Company's initiative to achieve Sustainable Development Goals

Please refer to page 51 to page 57 of Financial Result Briefing for the Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 2021
https://www.cyberdyne.jp/wp_uploads/2021/05/20210514_kessanhosokusetsumei_eng1.pdf
u

Overview of Keidanren
Name: Ippan Shadan Hojin Nippon Keizai Dantai Rengokai
KEIDANREN (Japan Business Federation)
Objectives: Its mission as a comprehensive economic organization is to draw upon the vitality of corporations,
individuals and local communities to support corporate activities which contribute to the sustainable
development of the Japanese economy and improvement in the quality of life for the Japanese
people.
Established: August 16, 1946
Representative Directors:Tokura Masakazu, Chairman
Kubota Masakazu, President
URL：https://www.keidanren.or.jp/en/

